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WARNING:
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Marie Skłodowska Curie
Polish-born French physicist and chemist. 
(7 November 1867 — 4 July 1934)

Marie Curie was a pioneer in the field of radioactivity and she 
discovered the elements polonium and radium. 

She was the first female professor at the University of Paris and the first 
woman to be awarded a Nobel Prize. In 1903 she, her husband Pierre 
Curie and Henri Becquerel jointly received the Nobel prize in Physics.

In 1911, Marie was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
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Marie Skłodowska Curie
Polish-born French physicist and chemist. 
(7 November 1867 — 4 July 1934)

Marie Curie was a pioneer in the field of radioactivity and she 
discovered the elements polonium and radium. 

She was the first female professor at the University of Paris and the first 
woman to be awarded a Nobel Prize. In 1903 she, her husband Pierre 
Curie and Henri Becquerel jointly received the Nobel prize in Physics.
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4 — BAHAMA EquAtion  7,–

Bacardi Carta Negra, Malibu Coconut Rum and Wray & Nephew Overproof 
Rum, shaken with pineapple juice and topped with grenadine.

6 — E=Mc2  7,–
Eristoff Vodka shaken with cranberry juice and topped with a melon foam.

A refreshing equation. Guaranteed to be consumed at the speed of light.

9 — figgyMAjig  7,–
Fresh fig caramelised with sugar and brandy, shaken with spiced rum and 

cloudy apple juice.

13 — ApErol spritz  7,–

A true summer favourite here, there and everywhere. Aperol with 

prosecco, topped with soda with fresh orange.

15 — pAssion for knowlEdgE  7,–

Finlandia Vodka shaken with passion fruit juice and honey. Served with a 

fresh lemon-infused foam top and garnished with passion fruit.

21 — sAltEd cArAMEl MArtini   7,–

A double espresso shaken with Stoli Salted Karamel Vodka, coffee liquor 

and homemade salted caramel sauce.

22 — MAi tAi   7,–
Bacardi Gold shaken with Bacardi Carta Negra, Gabriel Boudier Orange 

curaçao, fresh lime, white caster sugar and pineapple juice.

24 — cHAMBord royAlE   6.95
Prosecco served with beads of Chambord caviar on the side.
The perfect choice for the regal scientist.

Banana
Equation

27 — combustion 151  7,–
Bacardi Oakheart and Gabriel Boudier Ginger Liqueur shaken with fresh 
lime, passion fruit, pineapple and passion fruit juices. Garnished with a 
flaming shot of Wray & Nephew in a passion fruit shell.

29 — cosmo utopia  7,–
Bombay Sapphire shaken with dashes of Cointreau, Bacardi Blanca and 
Finlandia Vodka with cranberry, fresh lime and Monin Watermelon syrup.

30 — zombie  7,–
Bacardi Gold shaken with orange curaçao, apricot brandy, pineapple and 
orange juices, lemon and orgeat liqueur with Bacardi Carta Negra float.

32 — gin embellished  7,–
A simple-yet-elegant blend of Hendricks Gin with prosecco and bottle 
green elderflower cordial.

33 — asbach sours  7,–
Asbach Uralt brandy shaken with lemon juice and sugar syrup. Topped 
with fresh lemon-infused foam.

35 — blueberry lemon drop  7,–
Half-a-dozen blueberries muddled with lemon juice and sugar syrup, the 
shaken with Absolut Blueberry vodka, a dash of triple sec, orange liquor 
and topped with a caramelised sugar foam.

37 — raspberry collins  7,–
A mix of Finlandia vodka and cranberry juice, shaken with sugar syrup, 
lemon juice, fresh basil and raspberry jam.

42 — mulberry collins  7,–
Bombay Sapphire shaken with mulberry jam, lemon juice and sugar
syrup, topped with soda.

43 — tuaca sour  7,–
Tuaca Italian Brandy and Madagascan vanilla liqueur shaken with lemon 
juice and honey, served with a fresh lemon-infused foam.

COCKTAILS



55 — cucumber superior  7,–

Absolut Pear vodka blended with St-Germain Elderflower liquour. Served 

over crushed ice with lemon juice, sugar syrup, refreshing cucumber and 

mint leaves. Topped with with ginger beer.

56 — bourbon atom  7,–

Archers, fresh peach, lime and peach juice served over ice. Served with a 

shot of Jack Daniels Honey and Jack Daniels flavoured caviar.

74 — weissbier mojito  7,–

Einstein’s German take on a Cuban classic. Fresh lime muddled with 

caster sugar and Bacardi Carta Blanca. Stirred with crushed ice, mint 

leaves and topped with Erdinger Weißbier.

75 — theory of relativity  7,–

Strathearn Heather Rose gin served with tonic and a twist of pink 

grapefruit. Not just your ordinary G&T. Our remarkable concoction

changes colour before your very eyes!

76 — oak-smoked old fashioned  7,–

Woodford Reserve, maple syrup, Fee Brothers Aromatic Bitters (barrel 

aged available), oak-smoked and served with ice.

78 — pear + thyme press  7,–

Absolute Pear shaken with fresh lemon, white caster sugar and thyme. 

Served long over crushed ice with soda.

82 — peanut butter martini   7,–

Peanut butter shaken with double cream and splashes of The Kraken rum, 

chocolate schnapps and Stoli Salted Karamel vodka.

88 — rum anatomy  7,–
Fresh lime with Bacardi Carta Blanca, pineapple juice and sugar. Shaken 

topped with Fever Tree Ginger Beer.
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MOCKTAILS
Pearing SPace & ThyMe  2,95

Pear syrup shaken with fresh lemons, white caster sugar and thyme, 
served long over crushed ice with soda.

nojiTo  2,95

White caster sugar mashed with fresh mint, topped with soda, a dash of cloudy 
apple juice and served long over crushed ice. Garnished with fresh lime

jaMMy gin DoDger  2,95

Gin syrup shaken with mulberry jam, lemon juice & sugar syrup, topped 
with soda.

PaSSion aToM  2,95

Passionfruit juice & honey served with a fresh lemon infused foam top and 
garnished with passionfruit and raspberry caviar.



WINE
BTL.

23.95

23.95

49.–

49.–

prosecco s. osvaldo spumante doc 
Veneto, Italy.
Light straw-coloured, aromatic, fresh, fruity and flowery scent with 
apple and citrus fruit scents, delicate and soft taste.

millevini grand rose spumante
Penedes, Spain.
An intense pink dry wine, displays floral aromas and an intense 
bouquet with a crisp freshness with a fine mousse and a long finish.

moët impérial
Champagne, France.
Created from more than 100 different wines, of which 20% to 
30% are reserve wines specially selected to enhance its maturity, 
complexity and constancy, the assemblage reflects the diversity 
and complementarity of the three grapes varietals.

laurent-perrier cuvée rosé 
Champagne, France.
This champagne with its distinctive bottle is one for connoisseurs. Using 
only Pinot Noir from grand cru villages and the more unusual soak-on-
the-skins method, it has delicious raspberry and redcurrant flavours.

125ML

4.95

4.95

SPARKLING

BTL.

17,–

20,–

valdemoro sauvignon blanc
Central Valley, Chile.
Crisp and zesty Sauvignon Blanc showing true gooseberry 
characteristics with good acidity.

waitonga falls sauvignon blanc
Ohau, New Zealand.
Softly upfront with gooseberry, grass, nettles and a crisp light finish.

250ML

5,9

7,1

175ML

4,6

5,6

WHITE

most also available in 125ml measuresthe eINSteIN’S beer bIble  |   wine

BTL.

18,95

20,–

19,95

27,–

villa serena garganega - pinot grigio i.g.t.
Veneto, Italy.
Refreshing clean aromas of meadow flowers, citrus, pear and 
hints of pineapple. 

picpoul de pinet domaine sainte–anne - d.o.c.
Pinet, France.
Dry, fresh and clean with lime, grapefruit and mineral notes.
 

evans and tate butterball chardonnay 
New South Wales, Australia. 
A full-bodied wine, mouth-filling combination of intense peach 
and melon interwoven with buttery elements and subtle oak.

sancerre domaine bonnard 
Loire Valley, France. 
Delicious and expressive, combining the best of Loire Valley 
Sauvignon Blanc with a hint of the New Zealand style. Look for 
lime zest and mineral, cut grass and a touch of fresh flowers.

250ML

6,2

7,2

6,85

175ML

4,85

5,6

5,35

willowood blush zinfandel
California, U.S.A.
An intense pink dry wine, displays floral aromas and an 
intense bouquet with a crisp freshness with a fine mousse and 
a long finish.

villa serena garganega pinot grigio blush i.g.t.
Veneto, Italy.
This wine is a pretty clear salmon colour. A vivid and fresh 
nose reminding of our so-called candy Berlingo. These flavours 
are still in the mouth, well balanced by apricot aroma and 
elegant acidity.

ROSÉ BTL.

18,95

18,5

250ML

6,3

6,1

175ML

4,9

4,8

most also available in 125ml measures



RED BTL.

17,–

18,5

19,–

20,–

24,–

250ML

5,95

6,2

6,6

6,85

8,1

175ML

4,6

4,75

5,1

5,25

6,45

flying goose riesling qba schmitt sohne
Rheinhessen, Germany.
Upfront fruit flavours of peaches and apricots, a well-rounded 
palate that is soft and rich with a lingering dry finish.

dr scmitt pinot noir q.b.a.
Rheinhessen, Germany.
Light in colour, with raspberry and cherry fruit. Plenty of 
character on a lingering dry finish. 

GERMAN WINES BTL.

22,–

22,–

250ML

7,85

7,85

175ML

6,35

6,35

most also available in 125ml measures

valdemoro merlot
Cachapoal Valley, Chile.
An intense wine with deep ruby red colour and dark violet hues. 
Offers aromas of ripe black fruit, cherry and mulberry. The mouth 
feel is young, fruity and smooth with medium body and a long finish.

chateau los boldos tradition reserve carmenere
Cachapoal Andes, Chile.
Intense and deep red. Aromas of ripe red and black fruits, with 
notes of black pepper and chocolate. Fruity, well structured, 
with round and powerful tannins and a persistent ending.

la poderosa malbec
Central Valley, Chile.
An violet colour, with aromas that reveal cherry and plum underscored 
by a delicate touch of vanilla. Soft, medium bodied and round. 

evans and tate ‘the big squeeze’ shiraz
New South Wales, Australia.
Ripe and intensely flavoured fruit was matured in fine grained 
oak barrels before extended maturation to create a mouth-filling 
combination of plum, currant flavours and subtle earthy complexity.

gran dominio crianza rioja
Rioja, Spain. 
Red ruby colour. Flavours of ripe fruits and notes of fine wood. 
Delicious balance on the palate with sweet and elegant tannins.

whisky/whiskey
bunnahabhain  12 Year Single Malt  3.9

glen grant  16 Year    3.9

the balvenie  14 Year Caribbean Cask  3.9

the glenlivet  Founders Reserve    3.7

haig club  Single Grain Scotch 3.7

laphroaig  10 Year  4.7

talisker  10 Year    4.1

jack daniels  Single Barrel  3.9

jura  10 Year 4.7

macallan gold   4.1

gentleman jack 3.8

oban  14 Year    4.7

auchentoshan  Three Wood 4.7

glenfiddich  12 Year 4.7

aberlour  10 Year 3.8

chivas regal    3.8

monkey shoulder 3.8

hudson  Manhattan Rye 5.1

tincup  American Whiskey 3.4

the eINSteIN’S beer bIble  |   whiSky/whiSkey



premium whisky
glenfiddich 21 year    7.9
This expression spends four months finishing in Gran Reserva 
Caribbean rum barrels which gives its distinctive and complex 
flavour. Experience an intense and vanilla sweet aroma, floral 
with hints of banana, followed by a soft, lively taste with lime, 
ginger and spice and a complex and exceptionally long ending.

glenmorangie signet    8.5
A delicious no-age-statement dram from Glenmorangie. Although 
the exact production method of this whisky is a secret, we do 
know that this is a blend of fine, 30 year old whiskies. Some of 
the spirit in Signet has been made using a unique heavily roasted 
chocolate malt that really adds to the rich flavours.

the macallan fine oak 18 year    8.7
Matured in sherry and bourbon casks, the Macallan Fine Oak 12 
year old has a rich straw colour with a complex aroma of heather 
honey and just a hint of fruit which is balanced on the palate, 
with a lingering orange zest finish.

the eINSteIN’S beer bIble  |   PreMiuM whiSky

Bier
bacchus kriek   Belgium, 5.0%
Brewed by Van Honesbrouck from Ingelmunster in Belgium, 
these beers are based on Bacchus, their famed red-style beer 
within the local region. Light and refreshing with a spritzy 
tartness. A burst of cherry gives an intensely fruity beet.

bacchus framboisek  Belgium, 5.0%
Belgium brewed by Van Honesbrouck from lngelmunster in 
Belgium, these beers are based on Bacchus, their famed red-style 
beet within the local region. Light and fresh with a sparkling zest. 
Raspberry adds to the fruity experience.

fruli strawberry beer  Belgium, 4.1%
A high-quality Belgian white beer blended with pure fruit juice. 
This complements the zesty fruitiness of the wheat beer, and the 
result is a full-strength, soft and refreshing taste that is simply 
delicious and easy to drink. 

duvel  Belgium, 8.3%
The classic golden ale with the large creamy head. A subtle 
fruitiness and delicate taste will lead you into temptation! 
Duvel means Devil in Flemish and the beer is certainly sinfully 
deceptive; one of the world’s great beers.

hoegaarden  Belgium, 5.0%
The brand’s unique appearance is mirrored by its one-of-a-kind 
taste; a sweet and sour beer with a little bitterness. Slightly spicy, 
with a strong touch of coriander and a hint of orange - perfect 
for warm summer days. Refreshing, a little quirky, and decidedly 
different - naturally. 

la chouffre  Belgium, 8.0%
La Chouffe is an unfiltered blond beer which is refermented both 
in the bottle and in barrels. It is pleasantly fruity, spiced with 
coriander and tinged with hops. 

the eINSteIN’S beer bIble  |   boTTleD beerS



liefmans frutesse  Belgium, 4.2%
A unique, fresh beer blend which matures for 18 months on 
cherries in the Liefmans cellars, combining the natural juices 
of strawberry, raspberry, cherry, blueberry and juniper berry. 
As you would expect, a sweet and fruity beet - sparkling and 
refreshing with a soft head.

lindemans kriek  Belgium, 3.5%
Cherries, local to the area surrounding the brewery, give a 
pronounced flavour and almondy dryness. A sharp, though not 
sour, commercial filtered kriek to quench a summer thirst.

vedett extra blonde  Belgium, 5.2%
This anarchic, alternative and trendy beer is a light, well hopped, 
bottom-fermented Belgian Blond Pilsner at 5.2%. Brewed using 
only natural ingredients and hopped with Saaz for more for 
aroma than bitterness, it has a lighter body with a crispier 
carbonation, flowery aroma and a clear appearance. Vedett 
translates literally as ‘Star’ in Flemish and French. Easy drinking 
and refreshing with a sweet, bitter taste and fruity, hoppy flavour 
leaving a soft dry aftertaste.

vedett extra white  Belgium, 4.7%
Vedett Extra White is a highly refreshing Belgian white beer. 
Revel in the refreshing citrus aromas with touches of coriander. 
Drink as you feel the fullness of the smooth grainy texture. 
Savour the subtle sweetness of the slightly perfumed, honey-like 
finish. A great beer.

timmermans strawberry  Belgium, 4.0%
Refreshment is what this Belgian beer is all about. A lusciously 
fruity drink packed with strawberries both in aroma and taste, and 
with just a little tartness to counter the full sweetness. Delicious! 

chimay white cap  Belgium, 5.0%
Golden in colour with a slightly hazy appearance, the beer has 
fruity notes of Muscat and raisins, which gives it a particularly 
attractive aroma. This aroma complements the touch of bitterness; 
there is no acidity, but an aftertaste, which melts in the mouth.

blanche de bruxelles  Belgium, 5.0%
Brewed by the Lefebvre brewery just south of Brussels, this 
beer named after the city is a light, fruity wheat beer with a 
lightly spiced nose and a natural cloudiness from yeast left in 
suspension. Although soft and smooth on the palate, this well-
balanced white beer is very fresh. 

affligem blonde   Belgium, 6.8%
Affiigem Blonde, the classic clear blonde abbey ale, with a gentle 
roundness and 6.8% alcohol. Low on bitterness, it is eminently 
drinkable. 

brugse zot blonde  Belgium, 6.0%
A great beer, which goes well with most dishes as it brings 
refreshment and cleansing of the palate. A fruity dryness and 
conservative use of hops result in the lack of an outspoken 
bitterness. 

kasteel rouge  Belgium, 8.0%
This delicious, rich cherry beer is a beautiful blend of Kasteel’s 
celebrated quadruple-style beer Donker and cherry liqueur. The 
cherries add a deep, dark fruitiness to the beer tempered by the 
chocolate and peppery spice of the Donker. It’s a complex but 
easy-drinking beer that makes a great aperitif and digestif.

mardesous 10 tripel  Belgium, 10.0%
A golden-bodied Belgian Triple with a creamy body and luscious 
head. Containing a strong alcohol content, complete with a 
balanced, long and warming finish.

rochefort 10  Belgium, 11.3%
Trappiste de Rochefort are top-fermented, bottle-conditioned 
beers, brewed within the Saint-Remy Abbey in Rochefort, 
Belgium. A world class beer! Try drinking with chocolate to really 
appreciate this fruity, spicy, mocha-flavoured classic. 

kwak  Belgium, 8.4%
Kwak is a dark, warming beer with liquorice-like flavours and 
a slightly spicy character. The bitterness always remains in the 
background - but in the end - emerges delicately. 

vedett i.p.a.  Belgium, 6.0%
Vedett I.P.A. has mild bitterness which increases in intensity, 
revealing hints of grapefruit in the finish before giving rise to 
sweeter caramel notes. Vedett IPA has a superb finish with a long-
lasting, dry aftertaste that continues to tantalise the taste buds. 



westmalle tripel   Belgium, 9.5%
A clear, golden yellow with a fruity aroma and nuanced hop scent; 
an exceptional beer, with a great deal of finesse and elegance. 

budvar czech beer   Czech Republic, 5.0%
This pale-golden beer has 21 units of bitterness, and an aroma 
of toasted malts with a dash of vanilla and aromatic hops. It is 
rich and rounded to the taste with a biscuity malt and gentle hop 
bitterness, ending with a delicate note of apple. 

pilsner urquell   Czech Republic, 4.4%
The Original Pilsner. First brewed in 1842 and still brewed in 
Plzen. It gives a sparkling hit on the tip of the tongue, with its 
honey, nutty flavour. Its malty toasted grain character is balanced 
by warm caramel, with subtle sweetness in a creamy body. 

amigos  Mexico, 5.1%
Amigos was created in honour of the most popular of the 
Aztec Gods, Huehuecoyotl a legend in the Aztec God Circle, 
Huehuecoyotl was famous for being the spark that ignited any party 
and it’s this attitude that is celebrated in Amigos tequila flavoured 
beer. A 5.1% golden, easy drinking beer with a hint of lime.

keo beer  Cyprus, 4.5%
Keo is an exceptional lager-type beer, brewed from the finest 
malt and the choicest hops. Long matured, bottled fresh and 
unpasteurised to retain its natural flavour and aroma. 

viru  Estonia, 5.0%
Vim has a light, hoppy palate and a refreshing Pilsner style, 
characterised by a vanilla aroma. Vim beer is unique, not only 
aesthetically, but also in terms of drinkability and taste derived 
from using only the finest ingredients in its production. 

schneiderweiss aventinus  Germany, 8.2%
Dark-ruby and almost black coloured, Aventinus has a compact 
and persistent head. Very intense with a complex, spicy 
chocolate-like aroma, the palate experiences a complex soft touch-
fresh with a hint of caramel. It finishes in a rich, soft and lightly 
bitter impression. 
 

schneider weiss   Germany, 5.4%
A rich and full-bodied wheat beer, with an ambermahogany 
colouring and streaked with fine topfermenting yeast, this beer 
has a fine, persistent head that adheres well to the glass. A 
uniquely satisfying experience, very full flavoured and spicy. 

erdinger dunkel  Germany, 5.3%
A very clean tasting beer, dark in colour, with a hint of chocolate 
and displaying fine acidity, the finish is suitably crisp.

errdinger hefe-weizen  Germany, 5.3%
A light fruity wheat beer that is less spicy than many other wheat 
beers. The brewery only produces wheat beer and all their brews 
use an unusually low protein wheat which gives the finished beer 
a soft, clean tasting character. Erdinger is the largest wheat beer 
producer in the world.

jever  Germany, 4.9%
The secret of Jever Pils lies in the pure, soft well water, which has 
been used in the Friesland area for over 100 years. The softness 
of the water allows more hops to be used, creating a bitter taste 
that distinguishes lever from other pilsners. 

schlenkerla rauchbier weizen  Germany, 5.2%
This classic, magnificent tasting beer has a distinct aroma 
through its palate to a clean, dry finish. A wonderful smoked 
flavour, which may come as a bit of a shock at first! 

weihenstephaner hefe   Germany, 5.4%
A naturally cloudy, classic wheat beer with a rich, yeasty flavour. 
Pairs very well with light foods which are not too strongly flavoured. 



franziskaner hefe  Germany, 5.0%
Franziskaner is a topfermentation wheat beer noted for its 
agreeable high carbonation levels and zesty wheat flavour. Ruddy-
golden, cloudy Hefe-Weissbier has an outstanding fresh, tangy 
and fruity flavour.

früh kolsch   Germany, 4.8%
A dangerously drinkable beer with an unsurpassed balance in 
KOlsch beer of malt and soft delicate hops. Pale gold in colour 
with a good lasting head, the hoppy, dry finish is from using Hallertau 
and Tettnang hops. 

krombacher pils   Germany, 4.8%
Krombacher is a premium quality pilsner. Light, grassy, aromatic 
hops are balanced by a hint of sweetness from the malt; the body 
is full and dry with a distinct crispness on the finish. 

schlösser alt   Germany, 4.8%
Alt bier - often simply called the ‘Old’ - is an amber Rhineland 
speciality. Brewed using a traditional, top-fermenting brewing 
process: pure brewing water, fine aroma, hops and mildly kilned malt. 

mythos   Greece, 5.0%
The most famous Hellenic beer. With a rich head, bright-golden 
colour and pleasant refreshing taste, Mythos guarantees pleasure 
for every occasion. With its excellent product quality and its 
genuine, unconventional brand personality, Mythos is now one of 
the top three beer brands in the Greek market.

amstel  Netherlands, 4.1%
Clean, crisp and medium-bodied with a balanced, bitter after 
taste. A classic pilsner made for relaxed drinking.

einstock toasted porter  Iceland, 8.2%
Einstok Icelandic Toasted Porter has clear notes of espresso, dark 
chocolate and a hint of authentic Icelandic coffee. This Porter is 
dark and rich, offering a medium body that is robust-yet-smooth 
on the palate and easy to drink. There’s no need to be afraid of 
the dark anymore. 

birra morena  Italy, 5.2%
Birra Morena offers a genuine premium alternative to Peroni and 
Moretti for the UK consumer. Of genuine Italian provenance, the 
Drive Beer Brewery in Basilicata is one of a handful of wholly 
owned independent Italian Brewers left. Therefore you can be 
sure the product quality is second to none; after all, the Tarricone 
family honour is at stake. 

lindeboom  Netherlands, 5.0%
A mostly bitter mix of herbal hops and malt with a nose of malt 
and sweetcorn and malt, Lindeboom is a high quality, very 
drinkable fruity pilsner with a dry, lime-like hoppiness to finish. 

birra moretti  Italy, 4.6%
Light-bodied with a moderate bitterness and a soft, balanced 
texture. Straw-coloured with a delicate malt flavour making it the 
perfect accompaniment to any meal. 

peroni nastro azzurro  Italy, 5.1%
Crisp and lightly sparkling, its unique taste is refreshing and dry 
with a clear-cut, clean character. Peroni illustrates ‘Italian Style’ 
applied to beer - and is currently the No. I Italian lager. 

sagres  Portugal, 5.0%
Sagres is the most popular beer from Portugal. Since 1940, 
Central de Cervejas has been producing Sagres beer from 100% 
natural ingredients with no additives or preservatives. The 
brand is currently represented well in certain areas of the U.S., 
particularly in Portuguese communities. It is also a familiar 
staple in Brazilian communities. 

mahou   Spain, 5.5%
Mahou is a deep blonde Spanish Pils style lager, with a well-
defined aroma, a well-balanced hoppy, zesty, full bodied flavour, 
and a soft lingering finish. It goes well with Spanish tapas food, as 
often consumed in its native Madrid.

efes  Turkey, 5.0%
Efes Pilsener has become synonymous with beer in Turkey with 
nearly 80% share of the domestic market. It is brewed by bottom-
fermentation technique with pils type of Golden barleys, high 
quality malt and ‘Hallertau’ hop. Efes is an easy-to-drink, foamy, 
bright lager beer.



theresianer vienna  Italy, 5.0%
Characterful amber lager with fruity notes and a hint of caramel, 
Vienna is named after the city where this style of lager originated.
It offers a perfect balance between malt and hop.

estrella damm   Spain, 4.6%
Rich and golden in colour with toasty, pale malt and grain 
aromas. A crisp entry leads to a smooth, clean, medium-bodied 
pale malt palate with honeyed wheat toast and citrus hops. 
Finishes with a long and crisp fade of bittering hops. A great food 
lager. Remarkably rich and crisp.

alhambra reserva   Spain, 6.5%
Ultra premium with a unique embossed bottle. Dark amber in 
colour, a powerful nose with caramel aromas, full flavours and 
well rounded from its 35 days of brewing and conditioning. 
Guaranteed to satisfy the most demanding of palates.
 

obolon premium  Ukraine, 5.0%
Obolon is a highly-stable beer with special freshness and 
saturation. It has a distinct taste and nice bitterness. In the 
brewing of Obolon Premium, rice is used besides traditional beer 
components. Due to its soft flavour and medium content of solids, 
Obolon Premium is a standout Ukrainian beer.
 

spitfire  United Kingdom, 4.5%
Softly bitter with a deep, fruity tang, this classic well-rounded 
Kentish ale combines mellow malt with a trio of aromatic English 
hop varieties, all sprung from the garden of England.
 

brewdog 5am saint  United Kingdom, 5.0%
A robust red ale hopped to the brink and back with some of our 
favourite north American hops and featuring a rich, roasty base 
of speciality malts. The nose is a riot of citrus and berry aromas, 
from orange and lychee to redcurrant. On the palate there is a 
burnt sugar sweetness and a dry, fruity finish.

brewdog punk i.p. a.  United Kingdom, 5.6%
This 5.6% transatlantic fusion I.P.A. is light golden in colour with 
tropical fruits and light caramel on the nose. The finish is aggressive 
and dry with the hops emerging over the warming alcohol. 

brewdog dead pony club  United Kingdom, 3.8%
This Californian-style pale ale is light, aromatic and zesty but 
weighs in at only 3.8%. Inspired by U.S. pale ales, Dead Pony Club 
delivers a low amplitude, high voltage hop hit. Big citrusy aromas 
of lime zest and lemon against a light caramel malt backbone, and 
resinous hop aromas follow. 

saint lager  United Kingdom, 4.6%
Saint is a premium, light, British lager brewed with the finest 
quality natural ingredients. The unique brewing process produces 
a 4.6% ABV liquid at only 99 calories per 330ml bottle. Saint 
delivers a light, easy drinking lager with no compromise on taste. 

timothy taylor’s landlord  United Kingdom, 4.1%
A classic, strong pale ale. Landlord has won more awards in the UK 
than any other beer. Refreshingly reliable, nationally renowned, this 
full-drinking pale ale has a complex and hoppy aroma.

thornbridge jaipur  United Kingdom, 5.9%
The immediate impression of this wonderful multi-awardwinning 
India Pale Ale is soft and smooth - but this builds around the 
mouth to a crescendo of massive hoppiness accentuated by honey.

leffe brune  Belgium, 5.9%
The immediate impression of this wonderful multi-awardwinning 
India Leffe Brune is an authentic abbey beer. Both its deep, dark 
brown colour and its full, slightly sweet flavour can be ascribed 
to the use of darkly roasted malt, making every sip just as 
exceptional as the last.

bangla beer  Bangladesh, 4.8%
Bangla beer is a specially created brew with a rich, full-flavoured 
and smooth taste. Excellent paired with spicy foods.

cobra  India, 4.8%
Using the finest natural ingredients and a traditional Indian blend 
of barley malt and yeast, with maize, hops, rice and wheat. Cobra is 
an extra smooth and less gassy beer, quite unlike any other.



asahi  Japan, 5.0%
With its refreshing barley flavor and crisp aftertaste, Asahi Super 
Dry is by far the most popular high-quality beer in Japan. Since 
its debut in 1987 as Japan’s first dry beer, it has continued to 
improve the taste and excitement of beer. Its taste has set a new 
standard that is acknowledged around the world today.

tsingtao beer   China, 4.8%
Tsingtao Beer has a pleasant aroma and a well-balanced taste.
It has a malty flavour and well-hopped character, and is pale 
gold in colour. 

kingfisher  India, 4.8%
A clean, refreshing lager, bursting with hops, filling the mouth 
with citrus and herbs in an intensity of flavour, which is not 
overwhelmed by hot and spicy food. 

beerlao  Laos, 5.0%
A 5% rice beer with an arrestingly crisp - yet smooth - finish. Its 
light golden colour and great body marries itself perfectly with 
Asian style cooking and fiery spices. It also has the effortless, 
authentic, quirky style that is gaining followers who just want to 
drink a good quality beer with friends.  A perfect serve for
any occasion.

tiger beer  Singapore, 4.8%
Launched in 1932, Tiger Beer is a pale lager beer, internationally 
renowned for its taste and quality. Every Tiger goes through 
a strict brewing process which takes over 500 hours and uses 
only the finest quality ingredients from Australia and Europe. 
The result is the intensely refreshing, full-bodied taste of one the 
world’s leading contemporary beer brands. 

singha beer  Thailand, 5.0%
Singha Beer is a 10% barley malt beer which is distinctly rich 
in taste with strong hop characters. Brewed from the finest 
ingredients, Singha Beer is a genuine import. 

corona extra  Mexico, 5.0%
This clean-finishing beer has hop bitterness balanced with 
sweetness and light corn flavours. The optional addition of lime in 
the bottle neck provides a refreshing citrus overtone.

quilmes Argentina, 4.9%
Quilmes is a Bavarian-style pilsner which is still made to the same 
recipe from the late nineteenth century, which combines various 
malts and was prepared by Master Brewer Quilmes to celebrate 
special occasions.

red stripe long neck  Jamaica, 4.7%
Red Stripe is compact and golden-hued, leaving a lemon 
impressions on the palate. It is rooty with a fresh, earthy aroma 
and a mellow, unruffled sweetness. 

sol  Mexico, 4.5%
An easy-drinking, refreshing lager brewed using a recipe that 
honours its true Mexican heritage since 1899. This clean, crisp, 
golden brew is perfect all year round and complements spicy foods 
and barbeque dishes. 

brahma  Brazil, 4.3%
Brahma was created by Joseph Villager in 1888. It embodies 
‘Ginga’ - Brazilian philosophy and approach to life that fuses 
creativity and ingenuity: to live life with effortless flair. One of the 
most popular brands in Brazil. A distinctive, easy-drinking, light 
lager with a premium taste, fruity aroma and no aftertaste. 

samuel adams  United States, 4.8%
America’s Number One craft beer. A legend in its homeland, which 
unusually combines the flavour of an ale with the refreshing taste 
of a lager. First brewed in Boston, Massachusetts in 1984, Samuel 
Adams was hailed as ‘The Best Beer in America’ two years later.

goose island i.p.a.   United States, 5.09%
Goose Island India Pale Ale recalls to a time when ales shipped from 
England to India were highly hopped to preserve their distinct taste 
during the long journey. The result is a hop lover’s dream with a 
fruity aroma, set off by a dry malt middle, and long hop finish.

goose island honkers island  United States, 4.3%
Inspired by visits to English country pubs, Honker’s Ale combines 
a fruity hop aroma with a rich malt middle to create a perfectly 
balanced beer. Immensely drinkable, Honker’s Ale is not only the 
beer you can trust but one you’ll look forward to time and again.



sleeman honey brown lager  Canada, 5.2%
Honey Brown Lager uses Zeus hops for bittering and Hallertau 
Hersbrucker for aroma. It is a rich, copper-coloured, full-bodied 
lager with a subtle touch of natural honey and a slightly sweet 
finish. The distinctive clover honey notes accent the aromas of 
lightly toasted malt and caramel.

anchor liberty ale  United States, 5.9%
First introduced in 1975, Liberty Ale is brewed using a top-
fermenting ale yeast, which is responsible for many of its subtle 
flavours and characteristics. Dry hopping imparts a unique 
aroma to the great ale.

beavertown black betty  United Kingdom, 4.8%
A Black India Pale Ale?! The concept Beavertown came up with 
revolved around the old chewy sweets ‘Black Jacks & Fruit 
Salads’. They wanted to take a big, fat IPA and lace it with 
under- tones of slight roast and aniseed and blend with the 
huge tropical aromas of Pacific West coast hops.

beavertown gamma ray  United Kingdom, 5.3%
The concept was to create a juicy tropical beer. A brew you can sit 
on and drink all day, rammed with juicy malts and huge tropical 
aromas of mango and grapefruit. Massive additions of whole leaf 
American hops are added in ever increasing numbers at the end 
of the boil giving huge hop flavour. 

menabrea  Italy, 4.8%
Menabrea is matured gently in the perfect temperature of cave 
cellars for a taste of superior clarity. This pale lager is well 
balanced between citrus, bitter tones and floral, fruity undertones 
giving a consistent and refined flavour. It has a complicated 
malty, hoppy taste with an exceptional head retention due to the 
quality of it’s ingredients and maturation process. 

victoria bitter  Australia, 4.9%
VB is a full-flavoured brew, less malty in character and slightly 
darker than traditional lagers. A gentle fruitiness in the aroma 
complements the sweet malt on the mid-palate, balancing 
perfectly with a robust, hop bitterness.

stein lager (classic)  New Zealand, 5.2%
Stein’s award-winning taste is envied by brewers the world over. 
With a robust hop nose of fresh-cut green grass and a full flavour 
delivered by the Green Bullet hop, which is grown in Nelson at 41 
degrees latitude; the perfect hop-growing location. Flavoursome 
with a dry, tangy finish.

coopers pale ale  Australia, 4.5%
With its fruity and floral character, balanced with a crisp 
bitterness, Coopers Pale Ale has a compelling flavour which is 
perfect for every occasion. Naturally fermented in the Burton-
upon-Trent style, a secondary fermentation creates the trademark 
sediment that gives this pale its fine cloudy appearance. 

coopers sparkling ale  Australia, 5.8%
Coopers Sparkling Ale is brewed naturally by the centuries-old top 
fermentation method, just as it was in the beginning by Thomas 
Cooper. This beer displays a solid head and a distinctive, full-
bodied flavour which is enhanced by a soft, fruity character and 
the sediment which gives it a cloudy appearance. 

fat yak pale ale  Australia, 5.8%
Fat Yak first impresses with its golden colour and distinctive, hop 
driven, fruity and herbaceous aromas. Characteristic passionfruit 
and melon notes, followed by a hit of hop flavour at the finish. 
The taste is refreshingly clean on the palate. 

casablanca beer  Morocco, 5.0%
Casablanca has a perfect balance of malt sweetness with a clean 
finish. Of a pale straw colour, its taste contains hints of ever-
popular malted grain and bread.

konig pilsner  Germany, 4.9%
Brewed in accordance with the 1516 Reinheitsgebot (German 
Purity Law), Konig (the German word for ‘king’) is one of 
Germany’s most popular pilsner beers. It is produced using only 
the highest quality ingredients: Pilsner malt and Hallertauer 
Taurus, Halletauer Magnum aod Hercules hops. 

köstritzer black lager   Germany, 4.8%
Köstritzer Black Lager is a characterful, smooth, full-bodied dark 
lager. It’s much more complex than a standard lager, with subtle 
tones of malt and chocolate. Interesting and unique, it’s brewed 
at one of Germany’s oldest breweries in Bad Köstritz, which dates 
back to 1543.

benediktiner weissbier  Germany, 5.4%
Benediktiner Weissbier is a delicious wheat beer organically 
produced from a traditional recipe originating from the Ettal 
Monastry in Bavaria. It is an amber-coloured wheat beer with a 
unique fruity, tingly character that is complimented by a balanced 
hoppy bitterness. 



blue moon  United States, 5.4%
Brewed with oats for creaminess and spiced with the perfect 
combination of orange peel and coriander, Blue Moon is a 
refreshing, full-bodied beer at 5.0%, but with a twist all of its 
own. Served with a slice of orange to bring out the unique citrus 
flavours, Blue Moon is a product of pure creativity. 

moosehead   Canada, 5.0%
Moosehead lager is a golden lager that is light in body and highly 
refreshing. Offering a fine balance between malt sweetness and 
hop bitterness. Made from an age-old yeast culture. Moosehead 
lager is brewed longer to impart its unique flavour 

anchor steam beer  United States, 4.8%
Orange-amber in colour and with an ale-like fruitiness, Steam is 
the trademark beer of Anchor Brewing. The hop finish is sharp 
and appetising. This is a world ‘classic’ beer with a brewing 
process like no other. The original American craft beer. 

brooklyn lager  United States, 5.2%
New York’s ‘Home Town’ beer, brewed to a pre-prohibition recipe. 
This dry-hopped, fresh, flowery, flavourful lager is one of the world’s 
new classic brews. Darker in colour and brewed in the Vienna Style, 
this beer is not to be missed. Packs a full-flavoured punch.

brooklyn chocolate stout  United States, 10.0%   SEASONAL

Brooklyn Brewery use three mashes to brew each batch of this 
beer, achieving a luscious deep dark chocolate flavour through 
a blend of specially roasted malts. Brewed every year for the 
winter season, it is delicious when newly bottled and also ages 
beautifully for years.

brooklyn brown ale  United States, 5.6%  

An award-winning beer based on the English brown ale style. 
First brewed as a holiday special but now available all year.  
Brooklyn Brown Ale uses classic styles English brewing styles and 
then adds an American accent in the form of a firm hop character 
and roasty palate.

sierra nevada pale ale  United States, 5.6%
This is a deep-coloured, exceptional full-bodied beer; a pioneer of 
its style which is characterised by the generous use of Cascade 
hops, producing a complex citrus and spicy flavour with a 
fragrant bouquet. 

flying dog pale ale  United States, 5.5%
Doggie Style Classic Pale Ale is brilliant amber in colour, dry 
hopped with buckets full of Cascades for an unrivalled hop flavour 
and aroma. This is a true representation of an American-style 
pale ale. 

flying dog raging bitch  United States, 8.3%
Flying Dog’s 20th Anniversary beer is an American I.P.A. 
augmented with Belgian yeast. Raging Bitch is dangerously 
drinkable and has a delicate hop bitterness. 

fordham route one i.p.a.  United States, 4.5%
A classic American I.P.A. Golden in colour, possessing a subtle 
malt presence with grapefruit and pine aromas. Brewed with 
Barvo, Cascade, Chinook and Crystal hops. 

lone star United States, 4.7%
Lone Star’s ingredients give this beer its full and natural flavour. 
This distinctive drink sports a lively carbonation level for a 
unique balance of refreshment and taste.

bitburger drive Germany, 0.0%   ALCOHOL-FREE

The impressive taste is due to the unique way in which Bitburger 
Drive Alkoholfrei is produced. It is brewed in exactly the same 
way as the full strength Bitburger Pilsner, only when the beer 
has matured completely is the alcohol removed. Bitburger Drive 
Alkoholfrei retains all the qualities of Bitburger Premium beer. 

erdinger alkohlfrei  Germany, 0.0%   ALCOHOL-FREE

Erdinger Alkoholfrei not only tastes fantastic, but is also healthy 
– thanks to the vitamins B12 and folic acid, as well as the 
polyphenols it contains. It retains it’s full-bodied and refreshing 
taste while being made exclusively from natural ingredients. 
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gluten-free bier
st. peter’s gluten-free  United Kingdom, 4.2%
A clean, crisp, ale with a pilsner lager style finish and aromas of 
citrus and mandarin from American Amarillo hops. Winner of 
World Beer Awards 2012 Best European Speciality Gluten Free 
Beer. Bronze medal winner at the International Beer Challenge 
in 2010 and Highly Commended at the 2013 Free From Food 
Awards. Suitable for coeliacs. 

st. peter’s dark gluten-free  United Kingdom, 3.9%
The beer pours oaky brown in the glass with a nose of chocolate 
and fruits, leading to a sweet tasting, full bodied beer with some 
liquorice notes. A dry after taste follows. Suitable for coeliacs. 

brewdog vagabond pale  United Kingdom, 4.5%
A kick-ass, hop-forward pale ale, that just so happens to be gluten 
free. Vagabond Pale Ale melds citms aod tropical hop flavours 
with a light caramel malt base, backed up with a raucously 
resinous bitterness. Brewed using 100% malted barley, American 
hop varieties, pure Scottish water and our clean-fermenting house 
yeast, Vagabond is missing only one thing - Gluten.  

daura damm  Spain, 5.4%
The gluten-free beer Daura Damm has won this 2013, for 
the third consecutive year, the “Superior taste” award of the 
International Taste & Quality Institute of Brussels and the 
Gold Medal at the World Beer Championships for second one, a 
Gold Medal at the International Beer Challenge and the World’s 
Best Gluten-free Lager Award at the World Beer Awards by The 
Beverage Testing Institute. 

daura märzen   Spain, 7.1%
Daura Märzen has a gluten content below 3ppm making 
this gluten-free, double malt beer. Märzen is strong, full-
bodied,  with an intense flavour and alcohol content of 7.2%.

hot drinks
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Enjoy a hot drink and dessert for £5
or a liquor coffee and dessert for £6
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Hazenut Mocha.........................................

Vanilla Latte.............................................

Gingerbread Hot Chocolate.......................

Liquor Coffees...........................................
Choose from:  Baileys, Disaronno, Asbach Brandy, 
Jameson Irish Whiskey, Cointreau, Jim Beam

Iced Coffees...............................................
Many varieties available. Just ask your server.

haus specialities

Tea...........................................................

Fruit & Herbal Tea...................................

Americano................................................

Espresso..................................................

Cappuccino..............................................

Latte  Go large for 50p.......................................

Mocha......................................................

Hot Chocolate  Go large for 50p.........................

Ultimate Hot Chocolate............................
With cream and marshmallows

Haus Flavourings.....................................
Vanilla, Cinnamon, Pear, Ginger, Caramel, Hazelnut, Mint



bar snacks
käseplatte    4.95
Our chef’s selection of European and locally-sourced 
cheeses, accompanied by pickles, toasts, crackers and a 
salad garnish.

fleisch platte   5.95
A selection of imported speciality meats, accompanied by 
toasts, pickles and mustards.

fleisch und käserplatte   6.95
A selection of European and locally-sourced cheeses, 
imported speciality meats. accompanied by toasts, 
crackers, pickled onions
and mustards.

regular pretzel   2.50
A baked pretzel topped with cheese and served with 
mustard dips.

giant pretzel   5.50
A giant, salted sharing pretzel served with mustard,
oil and balsamic.
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